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Transforming retail

Executive summary

The past 15 years have brought a slew of changes to

Retail is one of the world’s most dynamic and competitive industries. Like many industries,

retail. Technological innovations, shifts in consumer

it is feeling the effects of powerful economic, demographic and technological factors, which

lifestyles and the growth of global markets have

are driving change across the board. Retail is experiencing a metamorphosis of sorts, as it

introduced new opportunities – and new challenges.

confronts disruption from new market entrants that are taking advantage of low startup costs

Blurred industry boundaries have enabled new players

in an attempt to steal market share. The industry is also adapting to a radically different world

to join the retail game. The winners will be those

of shopping inhabited by consumers willing to try new things. Today, consumers can shop

retailers that not only meet customer expectations,

everywhere all the time – on the couch at home, between meetings at work or riding on the

but also anticipate and shape them. The retailer of the

subway. And they shop using a variety of channels, including stores, kiosks, phones, tablets,

future will embrace technology to create innovative

computers, televisions, game platforms and, soon, virtual and augmented reality devices.

solutions that extend the customer relationship
beyond the shopping experience. In this report, we
share strategies to help retailers reimagine the
business for the future.

We believe a comprehensive reimagining of business strategy and operational capabilities
is necessary for retailers to chart a course for success in the future. However, new strategies,
technological innovations and customer-centric omni-channel operating models should be
combined with old-fashioned business acumen. The challenge is determining how to provide
the optimal omni-channel shopping experience for each individual customer in the most
profitable manner.
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Leading retailers will anticipate,
shape and exceed customer
expectations, as opposed to simply
meeting them.

In this report, we reveal business imperatives to help retailers improve their capabilities
to provide the ideal customer experience and prosper against the competition. Based on
our industry experience and insight into consumer omni-channel shopping expectations,
we believe the successful retailers of tomorrow will be those that focus on three key
strategies today:

Personalization of the shopping
experience will be a key competitive
advantage for the foreseeable future.

• Combating new, disruptive entrants to retail by reimagining the industry with an eye
toward future relevance and value for empowered, digitally savvy consumers.
• Providing customers with personalized, differentiated shopping experiences leveraging
new technologies that enable assistance at scale to help customers make informed

Tomorrow’s retailer will remain
agile while delivering a seamless
experience across channels through
a digitally integrated infrastructure.

purchasing decisions.
• Creating a digitally integrated enterprise agile enough to respond to evolving customer
expectations, business priorities and technological innovations – and robust enough to
support current and future operations.
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Retailers under pressure
Retailers are struggling to shield themselves against potential impacts from shifting
economic, demographic, technological and industry trends:

Figure 1
GDP growth rates for growth markets are expected to be more
than two times higher than those for mature markets

Economic factors: Continued uncertainty and economic insecurity have consumers in some

Gross domestic product (percent change)

mature markets spending more carefully. Many growth markets, however, are experiencing a

2014

rise in consumer spending as more individuals escape from poverty into the middle class.
Forecasted GDP percentage growth rates for growth markets far outpace those for advanced

2015

markets (see Figure 1).
Demographic trends: Populations are aging around the world.1 At the same time, Millennials
in the United States have overtaken Baby Boomers as the nation’s largest living generation.2

2016
2017

For digital natives (both Millennials and Generation Z), using mobile and social technologies,
having data readily available, and instantly communicating and collaborating are second

2018

nature. To align with changing generational lifestyles, the digital consumer experience will
evolve in ways yet to be defined – and retailers need to be poised to respond accordingly.

2019

Technological innovation: More than 70 percent of the world’s population will have a mobile

2020

subscription by 2020, according to a recent GSMA report.3 Mobile device proliferation will
continue to increase mobile engagement for both retailers and consumers. In addition, the
advancement of data science, cognitive computing and the Internet of Things (IoT),
particularly in the physical store environment, will enable retailers to leverage greater insight
from both structured and unstructured data. This will allow enormous advancement in
personalizing the omni-channel shopping experience.
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Source: International Monetary Fund website. World Economic Outlook
database. April 2016.
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Industry shifts: Customer shopping expectations will continue to evolve as purchasing
experiences in other industries shape expectations across all retail sectors. Interactions
between retailers and consumers will become even more collaborative and personal,
improving consumers’ experiences and relationships with retailers. In addition, the lines
between industries will increasingly blur, and retailers will have to confront the impact of a
range of market disruptors such as Amazon, which has taken the retail industry by storm
– without any retail stores until recently.4
To prosper in the market of the future, we believe retailers must reinvent the retail value
proposition, leverage new technologies to better personalize and differentiate the consumer
shopping experience, and build an agile yet robust digital infrastructure. The era of industrywide solutions is over. Although there are still industry-wide concepts, such as digital
transformation and agile infrastructure, the manner in which these come to life will be different
for different retailers. A solution that works in one sector may not work in another. An agile yet
robust digital infrastructure will enable retailers to respond to changing requirements while
supporting current and future omni-channel operations.
At the same time, retailers need to get back to basics. For example, they need to know
customers’ wants and needs intimately, satisfy customer expectations for mobile access to
product and inventory data, ensure items are in-stock, facilitate easy product pick up and
return, and provide a consistent shopping experience regardless of channel.
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Combating disruptors
Barriers to entering the retail arena have greatly diminished with the rise of digital transactions
and online commerce. Established retailers increasingly face competition from outside the
industry, with retail enterprises potentially rising from anywhere at any time (see Figure 2).

Figure 2
Retail executives are more concerned about outsiders invading
the retail space than competition within the industry

+10%

Many of today’s retailers are watching market share slip – stolen by smaller, niche retailers or

more

unexpected new market entrants – while also contending with changes in consumers’ ideas
relating to value and engagement. A key challenge for retailers, disruption can stem from
circumstances and events occurring both within and outside the industry:
• Technology makes retailing truly a global affair, connecting customers with retailers across
the world. Disruptors are leveraging technological innovation to generate new retail
business models and revenue streams.
• There has been a convergence of customer experience expectations across industries.
Consumers are encountering enhanced shopping and service experiences in many
different aspects of their lives – and they expect these to be replicated in retail.
• Lines between retail formats and sectors are eroding as established retailers expand their
portfolios, product catalogues and range of services in an attempt to remain competitive
and lure customers from one another.
• Consumer product players across the value chain are bypassing retailers by linking directly
with consumers, encroaching on what used to be exclusive territory for retailers.

41% 49%

30% 54%

2013
2015
More competition expected
from within the retail industry
More competition expected
from other industries
Source: IBM Global C-suite Study retail industry data.
IBM Institute for Business Value. November 2015.
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To swiftly recognize and adapt to new threats and opportunities, retailers need to build
agility and resilience into their organization. They should think about how changes to business
models, technology and approach to innovation can improve customer satisfaction and
competitive performance. The adaptive retailer will strive to stay ahead of new entrants’
abilities by identifying which opportunities for change offer the best ROI potential and greatest
benefit for target customers.
Winning retail formulas may have short expiration dates. As such, retailers must embrace
aggressive creativity and continually reinvent themselves in response to changing consumer
expectations and other geo-political, economic and technological factors. We offer the
following recommendations for retailers as they combat the various disruptors confronting
them:
Unlock social media
A vital weapon in the successful retailer’s arsenal, social media provides a gateway to
customers’ and potential customers’ views, aspirations and life experiences. By integrating
customer analytics with behavioral data mining, retailers can leverage the wealth of
unstructured data that social media can provide to help tailor the optimal shopping
experience for each customer. Social media can also help retailers recognize and keep
abreast of market disruptions and new entrants that could threaten their position.
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Experiment to innovate
Developing and implementing new business models requires innovation and ideation.
Change needs to align to a future experience vision that is centered on the expectations
and lifestyles of customers. However, few retailers are effectively involving customers to
identify new trends, preferences and innovative technologies. We suggest retailers adopt
a more experimental approach to business transformation steeped in the principles of
design thinking.
This requires cultivating a culture of innovation that allows room for both success and
setbacks. Some retailers have embraced customer-centric experimentation in the form of
innovation labs, which can help them more rapidly bring new solutions to market. For
example, the John Lewis Partnership launched JLAB, a startup accelerator that has fostered
a number of innovations for the retail business.5
Embrace collaborative retailing
Retail CEOs will have to reconsider the ways in which they cooperate and interact with
customers, suppliers and even competitors. A new ecosystem of partners will collaborate,
using one another’s systems, processes and data to solve problems and drive new business
models. As part of an ecosystem, retailers can share costs or take risks that might otherwise
be too great for one company. In fact, participation in retail ecosystems will be critical, as
retailers, manufacturers, third-party logistics companies and other service providers align
their business processes and data in real time to enable faster time to market and the optimal
omni-channel customer experience.
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Shaping customer expectations
2016 Customer Experience Index

As consumers experience innovative customer-service solutions across all industries, their
expectations for retail shopping continue to skyrocket. Retailers need to stay on top of

The IBM 2016 Global Customer Experience Index

evolving expectations and adapt in a swift and agile manner. However, the most successful

(CEI) Study assessed the capabilities of 550

retailers will stay ahead of the curve by actively shaping customer experience expectations

bricks-and-mortar and pure play retailers

rather than merely reacting to them.

spanning eight different retail segments in 23

Unfortunately, delivering an authentic integrated omni-channel shopping experience is still a

countries across the world. Using a common set
of criteria, the study sought to determine how
effectively these retailers were meeting customers’
omni-channel shopping experience expectations.
The survey was undertaken from the smarter
consumer’s perspective, with mystery shoppers
making real transactions in every channel.
For more information, please visit:
ibm.com/industries/retail/customer-experience

distant aspiration for a majority of retailers, according to the most recent IBM Consumer
Experience Index (CEI) study (see sidebar: 2016 Customer Experience Index).6 Historically,
retail success has centered on the 4Ps: Product, price, placement and promotion. However,
this focus is shifting due to a number of factors, including the evolving retail value proposition,
retailers’ attempts to better align their models with customer needs, and emerging technology
such as cognitive computing. Going forward, as retailers strive to meet customers’ crosschannel expectations, their capabilities will be built around the 4Cs:
• Consistency: Deliver a seamless shopping experience across all channels.
• Content: Provide customers and associates easy methods to gain accurate and
comprehensive information.
• Convenience: Enable customers to interact with you as they choose.
• Contextual: Tailor each engagement based on individual needs and wants.
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capabilities associated with the 4Cs to determine a percentage score for each area. The
average score among retailers was under 50 percent for each of the 4Cs, with the highest
average score in consistency and the lowest in contextual.
Building these new capabilities will require a shift in priorities and strategies. A large part of

Figure 3
Retailers need to strengthen capabilities for improved
consistency, content, convenience and context
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this will involve strengthening the consumer relationship with the brand. Developing a deeper
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Customer shopping expectations will continue to evolve across retail sectors. There will
be a blurring between online and offline channels, as customers move between multiple
channels on multiple devices as part of a single transaction. More collaborative and personal
interactions will help improve the brand experience, as well as the relationship between
retailer and consumer. And new cognitive technologies will unlock a much wider seam of
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retailers offer richer, more tailored experiences. Personalization of the shopping experience
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CEI study results reveal that retailers have some work to do to build these capabilities
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based on individual
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consumer data, enabling retailers to interact in highly personalized ways.
Source: “IBM 2016 Global Customer Experience Index.” IBM
Consumer Industry. IBM 2016. http://www-935.ibm.com/industries/
retail/customer-experience/
Note: A retailer’s ability to shape customer expectations is primarily
governed by consistency and contextual capabilities. The ability to
create a digitally integrated enterprise is reflected more by content
and convenience capabilities.
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Customers are looking to retailers to support their navigation of the digital maze. This includes
offering new ways for consumers to get the data necessary to make informed purchasing
decisions, regardless of channel. Retailers need to provide, at scale, a tailor-made customer
experience whether on line or in-store. CEI study data suggests that customers are
disappointed by the service standards they experience in the physical world (see Figure 4).7
Bricks-and-clicks retailers will need to up their game in the real world or lose out to their
online competitors.
Figure 4
Customers are disappointed with the service experience provided by bricks-and-clicks retailers
57%

Customer satisfaction with retailer
performance at key touchpoints

40%

global
average

52%
41%

35%

53%

46%
41%

31%

20%

21%

25%

Store
experience

Call center
experience

Flexible
fulfillment

Bricks-and-clicks retailers

50%

31%

Mobile
experience

Web
Customer
Social
experience understanding engagement

Digital commerce pure-play retailers

Source: “IBM 2016 Global Customer Experience Index.” IBM Consumer Industry. IBM 2016.
http://www-935.ibm.com/industries/retail/customer-experience/
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Another way retailers can be proactive in shaping customer expectations is by embedding
themselves in consumer lifestyles to gain unique insights and spot needs before customers
even realize them. Success, however, requires access to consumer data, which in turn
requires consumer trust in the brand. Without trust, retailers will be unable to secure customer
loyalty or advocacy.
To effectively shape customer expectations, we suggest retailers center their business
strategies around these concepts:
Know what customers want
Recognize the shared aspirations of target customers, which can serve as a guiding light for
strategic decisions and execution. Embrace cognitive computing capabilities to glean deeper
insights to improve understanding and consistency. Strategic investment in understanding
consumers’ needs and tailoring the rest of the organization to meet those needs will help
retailers stand out in a highly competitive market.
Anticipate what customers need
In the experience economy, consumers dedicate a growing portion of their spending
power on experiences rather than ownership. Those items customers do choose to own
are increasingly customized. The advent of technologies such as 3D printing further expands
the options for individualized items that enrich the ownership experience.
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More and more consumers want shopping to be an event experience in its own right. Retailers
need to provide the “wow!” factor for their customers, getting ahead of the expectations
curve and making themselves stand out. There is a growing trend involving consumer classes
or clubs that meet in stores to focus on health and fitness, cooking, etc. The opportunity to
interact with other consumers can enrich the shopping experience and allow retailers to
become part of the customer’s lifestyle, beyond the basic transactional relationship.
Customers want more interactive, engaging online and real-world retail environments
where the store environment and augmented reality play key roles.
Put customers at the heart of everything
The traditional notion of a universal, linear shopping journey that all consumers dutifully follow
is outdated. Retailers’ systems must be able to adapt to the varied – and sometimes
conflicting – needs of different shopping journeys. Highly advanced personalization
capabilities and real-time cognitive data analysis will enable retailers to move beyond
segmentation based on limited generational and other socio-demographic factors, helping
them offer individually tailored customer journeys.
Omni-channel retailing is already evolving into a model in which the customer is considered
the only channel. Empowered customers will drive the evolution of shopping. The challenge
for retailers will be following consumers’ morphing shopping habits as their brand allegiances
change according to needs and preferences.
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Creating a digitally integrated enterprise
The one constant between today and tomorrow will be an ongoing evolution of the industry as
it continually adapts to maintain relevance and value for consumers. Although we believe retail
will continue to exist as a distinct entity in the future, it will be in a radically altered state.
Retailers have an opportunity today to think about what the new business models should look
like. They need to determine how to redesign their supply and distribution networks and
create an agile infrastructure that can also scale. They also need to shift business metrics and
key performance indicators (KPIs) away from the transactional/store-based paradigm and
toward a more customer-based one.
Retailers should migrate from a “digital company within a company” mindset to one in which
digital is everywhere – in product, merchandising, marketing, selling/stores, supply chain,
finance and IT strategies. This includes securing a digitally enabled workforce equipped with
mobile technologies (smartphones, tablets and wearables) that provide easy access to
customer and product data. By leveraging big data, analytics and cognitive capabilities,
retailers will also gain deeper insights into a specific customer’s shopping goals, making
associate interactions with customers far more valuable.
To prepare for tomorrow, retailers need to invest wisely today. At heart, retailers are reluctant to
invest in unproven solutions. As the 2016 CEI study clearly revealed, retail is not a “first-mover”
industry; almost 70 percent of participants were identified as “fast-followers.”9 Retailers are
looking for proven value-add solutions with a healthy ROI rather than expensive window dressing.
Retailers should prioritize their solutions according to relevance and return. The most
recent IBM Consumer Expectations Study reveals which shopping experience capabilities
consumers consider most important. Matching that information with CEI study data revealed
a performance gap for retailers (see Figure 5).10
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Figure 5
Retailers need to close the gap between customer expectations and retailer performance
Provides detailed order
status via any channel
Allows in-store returns of
online/mobile purchases
Quick, easy, convenient
in-store returns process
Offers shipping perks
based on loyalty status
Check in-store availability of an
item online before visiting store
Store associate can find
out-of-stock item at...
Has consistent cross-channel
prices or pricing policies
Can check online/mobile order
status via any channel
Guarantees in-store pickup time
for online/mobile orders
Provides detailed
online inventory status
Quick, easy, convenient
in-store pickup process
Provides detailed in-store
inventory status online
Allows in-store pickup of
online/mobile purchase
0%

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Customer expectations

Retailer performance

Sources: “IBM 2016 Global Customer Experience Index.” IBM Consumer Industry. IBM 2016. http://www-935.ibm.
com/industries/retail/customer-experience/; 2016 IBM Consumer Expectations Study data. June 2016.
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To close this gap, retailers need to leverage their understanding of target customer needs
seamless and consistent omni-channel shopping experiences. Priority should be given to

U.K. retailer launches mobile tool to
improve customer service8

appropriate backend systems to help ensure that the end user experience is seamless

Boots UK, the United Kingdom’s leading

across all touch points.

pharmacy-led health and beauty retailer, has

and optimize investments that can help satisfy those needs, such as those that facilitate

As they work to create a digitally integrated enterprise, retailers need to consider the role
of technology in the future evolution of the store, as well as how they can better leverage

launched Sales Assist, a new tool to improve
customer service. The unique mobile app

technology to improve merchandising and supply chain operations:

integrates its digital and in-store presence and

Revitalize the role of the store

colleagues to look up product information,

What function will stores serve that justifies their higher operation costs? Stores will
represent an estimated 91 percent of total retail sales in 2016.11 However, global retail
e-commerce sales, accelerating faster than previously anticipated, are predicted to grow
at double-digit rates through 2019.12 As this growth begins to diminish store sales and
growing operational costs cut into future profits, stores could become a burning platform
for some bricks-and-clicks retailers.
The store concept will have to be rethought to provide customers with a sensory experience
beyond the simple transaction. Stores will be more fluid, with pop-ups, mobile stores and
other short duration formats becoming an important part of the mix. We believe different
stores will perform different roles: Stores will either be showrooms, brand-marketing tools,
warehouses or a graded combination of each. To help achieve this, online capabilities, like
being able to monitor customer behavior in the physical world, should be replicated in store
to drive customer experience capability standards.

is designed to make it easier for Boots
access online inventory and deliver an even
better shopping experience.
Based on online analytics, Sales Assist allows
Boots colleagues to quickly access product
information, ratings and reviews and make
recommendations based on popular searches,
products that other customers have bought
and up-to-date offers online. If a product is not
in stock in store, the Boots colleague can simply
use the app to locate the item in another Boots
store nearby or offer to order the product online
to be collected in a store of his or her choice
the next day.
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Sophisticated, value-add technologies should be deployed to better serve customers, as well
as enable associates and improve operations. For example, beacons embedded in shelves
and digital signage can track shoppers’ mobile devices and generate location-tracking data,
which retailers can leverage to gain insights on shopper traffic patterns. This can lead to
enhanced shop floor layouts for a better customer experience. Store beacon information can
open a window into customer behavior in the physical world and, when linked with a
customer’s online shopping habits, pave the wave for a next-generation customer experience.
Store associates, performing a concierge role, can provide a unique point of difference.
Retailers need talent management systems that can help identify, attract and retain suitable
candidates that can provide the high level of service customers demand.
Associates with mobile devices can perform a multitude of tasks (operational, product
research/comparison and payments, for example), improving efficiency and optimizing the
time spent serving customers. In addition, many retailers are experimenting with robotics
to enhance the novelty of a customer’s experience or perform more basic tasks, allowing
associates more time to focus on customer interaction. Robots can be programmed to
assist both customers and employees, conduct routine checks (for example, planogram
compliance and inventory/replenishment priorities), gather store-level data or provide a
physical security deterrent.
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Retailers should optimize the most satisfying features and personalization capabilities of
online shopping in the bricks-and-mortar environment. These include interactive digital
touch-enabled displays to play games or interact with social media communities, creative
uses of virtual and augmented reality to enrich the store experience, and smartphone
capabilities that allow customers to check inventory status and fulfillment options.
Rethink merchandising for the cognitive world
Consumers will continue to expect retailer guidance with regard to style, design and value,
helping them define distinctive visions of taste and aspiration, as well as personal identity.
However, that is only half the story: Retailers must seek to deliver both a differentiated
experience and a differentiated offer. Retailers of the future will leverage enhanced
merchandising capabilities to deliver an exceptional brand experience, seeking to gain
customer loyalty and advocacy at the expense of competitors.
Merchandising has always been the “art” at the heart of retailing. In the future, savvy
merchandisers will move from “designer” to “editor” to harvest, interpret and cull
unstructured data to improve the early detection of trends and better understand why
consumers are moving in various directions. They will also collaborate with customers, using
social media tools linked to cognitive-enabled merchandising capabilities to develop new
products and highly localized and tailored assortments. This will enable retailers to interact
with individual consumers in rich, personalized ways at scale.
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Optimize supply chains through technology
Supply chains (inventory visibility and fulfillment capabilities) are critical to delivering many
of the elements of an omni-channel experience, as specified by consumers in our research.
However, many retailers are trying to retrofit supply chains that were designed long before the
advent of omni-channel shopping. Poor inventory control leads to serious problems, from
reduced employee productivity to dissatisfied customers and lost sales, making it a top issue
for many companies.
The supply chain of the future will require the incorporation of new technologies and cognitive
analytics. The IoT, including devices like sensors, RFID and smart shelves, coupled with
advanced analytics, should factor strongly in a retailer’s supply chain strategy. IoT technology
and analytics solutions can enable supply chain components to connect to the network,
allowing greater visibility and precision in inventory movement and further advances and
efficiencies from the new forms of data produced. When real-time inventory data is fed into
powerful analytics tools, retailers can maintain optimal stock levels and more accurately
predict future demand for products. In addition, solutions that use weather and other data
to predict local circumstances, events and trends can help retailers make last-minute
adjustments to inventory levels and promotions.
Cloud computing will also play a key role in the future of retail by providing a basis for
enhanced flexibility and potentially lower system costs. The use of cloud, along with advanced
development platforms, could also facilitate quicker experimentation, piloting and deployment
of new functionality and apps.
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Are you ready for the challenges facing retail?
While it’s impossible to know precisely what retail will look like moving ahead, we believe there

For more information

will be a paradigm shift, changing the nature of retail. The mindset will expand from a “What

To learn more about this IBM Institute for Business

do I sell?” perspective, where the primary focus is on physical products, to a “How can I better

Value study, please contact us at iibv@us.ibm.com.

serve customers?” perspective that will help deliver more digital content in a global services

Follow @IBMIBV on Twitter, and for a full catalog of our

economy. As you consider your organization’s future, ask yourself these questions:

research or to subscribe to our monthly newsletter,

• Do you know who your customers are? Do you have the capability to personalize their

visit: ibm.com/iibv.

brand experience? Can you change the way the business operates to better serve the

Access IBM Institute for Business Value executive

customers?

reports on your mobile device by downloading the free

• Are you ahead of the expectation curve? Do you really know what your customers
want? Are you able to shape their expectations?
• Are you building the 4Cs into your future omni-channel strategies for the digitally
integrated enterprise, including stores, merchandising and supply chain?
• Can you recognize disruptive threats, as well as opportunities, before they happen?
What safeguards have you built for your business?
• Are you capable of adapting your business model and collaborating with customers
and colleagues in a new retail ecosystem?

“IBM IBV” apps for phone or tablet from your app store.
The right partner for a changing world
At IBM, we collaborate with our clients, bringing
together business insight, advanced research and
technology to give them a distinct advantage in today’s
rapidly changing environment.
IBM Institute for Business Value
The IBM Institute for Business Value, part of IBM Global
Business Services, develops fact-based strategic
insights for senior business executives around critical
public and private sector issues.
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